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The emotional cost 

to the Officers 

and the 

community

The cost of 

defending 

lawsuits

OFFICER-INVOLVED SHOOTINGS ARE COSTLY



REDUCING BOTH SETS OF 

COSTS

Gather all the physical evidence 

possible – VIDEO, audio, 

physical, all of  it.





Two Cases In Which Physical 
Evidence Collection Is A 
Problem
People of the State of Illinois v. Glenn 
Evans

People of the State of Illinois v. Jason 
Van Dyke



REDUCING BOTH SETS OF 

COSTS

Find all the witnesses possible –

first wave, second wave, “CTA 

effect”.



The CNN Effect



REDUCING BOTH SETS OF 

COSTS

Think about the paper and 

prepare for any testimony.  



YOUR PAPER AND TESTIMONY 
LIVE FOREVER

FOREVER AND EVER, AMEN.
Nathson Fields was arrested in 1983 for a 
1982 double murder.
He got out in 2003.
He was retried and acquitted in 2009.
The federal trial of his civil case was in 
2014.
The retrial of his civil case will be in May of 
2016.



“Bleak House” Isn’t All Fiction

O The average federal case takes 3 years from 

filing to get to trial.

O In state court, cases can take more than 8 

years to get to trial from filing.

O We are trying 2010 incidents in 2015.



 Bruce Wayne v. City of Chicago

 Plain old hand to hand transaction

 Until we get to our paper



PLAINTIFF’S STORY:

IT WASN’T ME
I DIDN’T DO ANYTHING
I WOULD NEVER



WHERE DOES HIS 
STORY COME FROM?

OUR    
PAPER



WHAT ARE THE OFFICERS 
WEARING?

HE SAYS: WE SAY:

IN UNIFORM CIVILIAN DRESS (CASE REPORT)

OR

IN UNIFORM (DICK’S ARREST 
REPORT)



WHAT TIME IS IT?

10:17 A.M. 10:44 A.M 



WHO HAS THE DRUGS?

1 BAG OF 

CRACK 

RECOVERED 

FROM 

PLAINTIFF

1 BAG OF 

CRACK 

RECOVERED 

FROM BOTH

PLAINTIFF’S ARREST REPORT DRUG INVENTORY



WHERE DO WE FIND MORE 
DRUGS?

POT RECOVERED 

FROM PLAINTIFF 

AT SCENE

POT 

RECOVERED 

FROM DICK 

GRAYSON

PLAINTIFF’S 
ARREST REPORT

CASE REPORT



WHO HAS EVEN MORE DRUGS?

20 BAGS OF 
CRACK 
RECOVERED 
FROM 
PLAINTIFF AT 
STATION

20 BAGS 
RECOVERED 
FROM DICK 
GRAYSON WHO 
LIVES AT 
PLAINTIFF’S 
ADDRESS

PLAINTIFF’S ARREST REPORT INVENTORY



REDUCING BOTH SETS OF 

COSTS

Interview the involved officer, 

with dignity and respect.





 Research is mixed on when to interview 
the officer.

 Some jurisdictions call for a wait as much 
as 24 hours to conduct an interview.

 Reactions to stressful events must be 
considered.

What About the Officer



OFFICER DARREN WILSON





JUST CALL THE GAME

BALLS AND STRIKES

DON’T PLAY!

THE INVESTIGATORS            





Portrait of $2,000,000



Portrait of A Federal Grand 
Jury Investigation Into 
Obstruction of Justice



REDUCING BOTH SETS OF 

COSTS

Compare what the witnesses 

and officer say to the physical 

evidence.





LOOK AT THE LAW

You must decide whether a Defendant’s use of force 
was unreasonable from the perspective of a 
reasonable officer facing the same circumstances 
that Defendants faced. You must make this decision 
based on what the officers knew at the time of the 
shooting, not based on what you know now. In 
deciding whether a Defendant’s use of force was 
unreasonable, you must not consider whether a 
Defendant’s intentions were good or bad. 



WHY IT IS SO HARD TO 
CHARGE OFFICERS

An officer may use deadly force when a reasonable 
officer, under the same circumstances, would believe 
that the suspect’s actions placed him or others in the 
immediate vicinity in imminent danger of death or 
serious bodily harm. 

It is not necessary that this danger 

actually existed. An officer is not required 
to use all practical alternatives to avoid a situation 
where deadly force is justified.



REDUCING BOTH SETS OF 

COSTS

DO NOT RUSH TO 

JUDGMENT.



A TALE OF FOUR CITIES:

OR: How Three Cities Got Literally 
Everything Wrong

And One Got (Mostly) Everything 
Right



FERGUSON DID 

EVERYTHING WRONG

 Police have LITERALLY no idea how to handle investigation at first.

 “No comment.”

 They release the video with no context.

 Police have LITERALLY no idea how to handle demonstrations.

 Snipers on tanks during demonstrations.

 Arrested journalists at protests



For More Than Four Hours –
Perception Is Reality



To Fix The Image Problem, 
They Did This



JUST KIDDING!



BALTIMORE DID NEW 

THINGS WRONG

 The involved officers did lots of  things wrong, but the response 

from police officials was lacking on the media stage after an initial 

excellent response.

 The mayor gave "those who wished to destroy space to do that as 

well“ and ordered police to stand down.

 The prosecutor thinks she is an advocate, who charged before the 

investigation concluded.



The Actual Events – 4/12/15
• Freddie Gray is chased and handcuffed.  Officers find a 

knife on his person.
• Officers handcuff him behind his back.
• He asks for an inhaler, but does not have one.
• He verbally and physically resists being put in the van.
• 1st stop - Officers put him on a bench, unrestrained.
• He starts banging around in the van, yelling.
• 2nd stop - Officers stop, take him out of the van, and cuff 

his ankles  together.
• Gray is then put on the floor of the van, still resisting.



The Actual Events
• 3rd stop - Van stops and officer opens van door.
• 4th stop – Van stops.  Officer checks on Gray, who says he 

can’t breathe, can’t get up, and needs a medic.
• Officer helps Gray on to bench.
• 5th stop – Officers pick up another arrestee.  They put 

other arrestee in another compartment.
• Officers check on Gray, who is lethargic and minimally 

responsive.
• Other arrestee hears Gray banging around and kicking in 

his compartment.
• 6th stop – Arrival at station. Gray is kneeling, 

unresponsive, and not breathing.



Things Start Out on the 

Right Foot

The 4/13 police press conference 

strikes all the right notes.

The 4/20 police press conference 

admits some police misconduct and 

strikes all the right notes.

There are protests, but no violence.





Something Happens

Freddy Gray’s funeral takes place on April 
27.
The Mayor orders police to stand down 
and not engage protestors.
“Let them loot; it’s only property.”
Violent protests start that night.
The Mayor refuses National Guard help.



The Mayor Said This:

“While we tried to make sure that they 

[the protestors] were protected from 

the cars and the other things that were 

going on, we also gave those who 

wished to destroy space to do that as 

well.”  4/26/15







The Officers Are Charged

Second degree murder

Manslaughter of various types, including involuntary

Assault

Official misconduct

Reckless endangerment

False Imprisonment



The Lines Blur

 "One of  the State's legal obligations is to advocate for 

Mr. Gray as a victim and uncover how he was injured, 

not to stand blindly behind the blue line and conclude 

that he was to blame for his own fatal injuries because of  

some prior accusation of  self-injury in police custody," 

prosecutors said in the filing.



Baltimore Today:

The number of homicides in Baltimore in 
2015 was 342, the most in the history of 
the city
The first criminal trial resulted in a mistrial.



MADISON DID NOTHING 

WRONG

 The Mayor and Chief  expressed personal sympathy to the family 

(maybe a little too much).

 The investigation was transparent from the start.

 The reports were posted on the police website.

 Response to protestors was “soft-shelled.”



The Actual Events – 3/6/15
• A 9-11 caller reported that Robinson had been jumping in 

and out of traffic.  Officers start to respond.
• Before they get there, another caller said Robinson had 

punched him in the face at a gas station.  The caller 
described Robinson and said he was high on something.

• While the officers head there, dispatch reports that 
Robinson had left the gas station.

• When Kenny got to the gas station, someone pointed to a 
two flat across the street and said Robinson went inside.

• Kenny can hear a struggle coming from the two flat.
• Kenny went into the building where Robinson confronted 

him on the stairs.



The Actual Events – 3/6/15
• A 9-11 caller reported that Robinson had been jumping in 

and out of traffic.  Officers start to respond.
• Before they get there, another caller said Robinson had 

punched him in the face at a gas station.  The caller 
described Robinson and said he was high on something.

• While the officers head there, dispatch reports that 
Robinson had left the gas station.

• When Kenny got to the gas station, someone pointed to a 
two flat across the street and said Robinson went inside.

• Kenny can hear a struggle coming from the two flat.
• Kenny went into the building where Robinson confronted 

him on the stairs.



Political Response

 From the Police Chief  that night: 

“Reconciliation cannot begin without my stating "I am sorry," 

and I don't think I can say this enough. I am sorry. I hope 

that, with time, Tony's family and friends can search their 

hearts to render some measure of  forgiveness.”

He goes on to ask for calm during the investigation.



Political Response

 From the Governor two days later: 

“Our thoughts and prayers are with all those involved. An 

overwhelming majority of  police officers follow procedures 

and do a good job of  protecting and serving the public.”





The District Attorney 
Declines to Prosecute

"I conclude that this tragic and unfortunate death 
was the result of a lawful use of deadly police force 
and that no charges should be brought against 
Officer Kenny in the death of Tony Robinson, Jr.”  DA 
Ismael Ozanne.

"If everybody's concerned about the appropriateness 
of the use of deadly force, I think that question has 
now been unequivocally answered in two different 
reviewing capacities.”  Police Chief Koval.





THE CITY OF CHICAGO

 SOOOO ….



The Actual Events –
• Citizens make 911 calls about a guy with a knife who 

seems disturbed and is threatening people.
• Responding officers try to talk to him, but he is mumbling 

and ignoring them.
• These officers follow behind him in a Tahoe.  And call for a 

taser.
• McDonald turns around and stabs the tires on the Tahoe 

and tries to stab the windshield.
• The officers call for a taser again.
• You’ve seen the tape. 



The Actual Events –
• IPRA is on scene and takes statements from the officers.
• Detectives also take statements.
• Two weeks later, IPRA sees the video.
• They send the video to the CCSAO, who sends a copy to 

the Feds.
• The Feds start grand jury proceedings in December of 

2014.



Why wasn’t the tape 
released?

TWO ongoing criminal investigations 

No municipality releases evidence in a 
criminal case to people for no reason



Political Response

 From the Mayor FOUR HUNDRED days later: 

Emanuel went on to call the incident "a violation of  your 

conscience, and it is wrong, and it was hideous," although he 

granted that he had not actually seen the video.

"He was stripped of  his police authority," Emanuel said. "This 

officer didn't uphold the law — in my view, took the law into 

his own hand. Didn't build the trust that we want to see and 

wasn't about protecting safety and security. So at every point 

he violated" the public trust.

DNA Info.com







The Insanity begins

 Detectives destroy the Burger King Video on scene

 Cover up in the Mayor’s office

 The Law Department assists in the cover up by settling 

the case

 Anita Alvarez covered up the case



The Causalities Mount:

Superintendent Garry McCarthy
Scott Ando, IPRA
Calls for the resignation of the Mayor
Calls for the resignation of Anita Alvarez
Calls for the recall of the Mayor
MOST IMPORTANTLY:





Political Response

 From the Mayor FOUR HUNDRED days later: 

Emanuel went on to call the incident "a violation of  your 

conscience, and it is wrong, and it was hideous," although he 

granted that he had not actually seen the video.

"He was stripped of  his police authority," Emanuel said. "This 

officer didn't uphold the law — in my view, took the law into 

his own hand. Didn't build the trust that we want to see and 

wasn't about protecting safety and security. So at every point 

he violated" the public trust.

DNA Info.com



Political Response Part Deux

 From the Mayor: 

"I am the mayor. As I said the other day, I own it. I take 

responsibility for what happened because it happened on my 

watch. If  we're going to fix it. I want you to understand it's 

my responsibility with you. But if  we're also going to begin 

the healing process, the first step in that journey is my step. 

And I'm sorry," Emanuel said during his speech at this 

morning's special city council meeting.

ProgressIllinois.com



Speaking of Just Calling The Game

From US News and World Reports:

2 Chicago police officers whose reports 

on the 2014 fatal shooting of a black 

teenager by white Officer Jason Van 

Dyke seem to sharply contradict what 

is seen on squad-car video have been 

put on desk duty until investigations 

play out





Chicago Today:

In 2015, Chicago had 502 fatal shootings, 
and 2995 people shot.
As of January 23, 2016, Chicago had 36
fatal shootings, and 223 people shot.  
None by CPD



A Cautionary Tale For Lawyers
• Senior city lawyer quits after judge rules he hid evidence 

in fatal police shooting



 From the New York Times:

Chicago Hires Ex-Prosecutor 
to Review Law Department's 
Conduct



Where Do We Go From Here?


